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The “Everyday Gap”:                                       
All of Life for God’s Glory

Student and Unit Introductions                            
+ Weekly Praxis

Who Needs Theology, Anyway?

’
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“And whatever you do or say, do it as a 
representative of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks 

through him to God the Father. … So whether you 
eat or drink, or whatever you do,                        

do it all for the glory of God.”                                          
(Col 3:17; 1 Cor 10:31)

And yet … when’s the last time you heard 
a sermon meaningfully engage everyday 

matters?

 Eating  Showering  Exercise              

 Birthdays   Your Body  Commuting    

 Work  Sport  Rest   Time  Ageing 

 Holidays  Singing  __________

 Is there a ‘gap’ between your everyday 
living and your reflecting on faith? 

In what areas in particular does this show 
up? And why does this gap exist?

 “Do you think there can [or 

needs to] be a theology of sleep? 

If so, what is yours?”

 Share a time you sensed the 

sacred in a secular activity—

the extraordinary 

piercing the ordinary
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We’ve seen how many of our everyday activities 
fly under the theological radar. 

But what about time? 

“Teach us to realise the brevity of life, so that 

we may grow in wisdom. ” (Psalm 90:12)

’

 Have you ever evaluated how you 
spend your time? What would you 

expect to find?

In pairs, discuss how you might keep tabs on your 
time across this course. What would you like to 
measure, so you might be more intentional with 
your life for God’s glory? Briefly share what you 
expect to find, and what you hope to achieve. 

On a 10 point scale (10 is strongly agree, 1 is 

strongly disagree), where would you sit?

In facing the practical problems in 
my life, I have wisdom to respond

<1-------------------5-----------------10>

In processing these problems, 
I have a clear method 

of theological reflection:

<1-------------------5-----------------10>

Write out an anonymous complex 
situation that you personally and 

presently are facing. … 

Who is involved (use initials for names, e.g. ‘A’)

What is the situation and problem

Why is it difficult to resolve?

Crystallise the problem into 1-3 
questions that need answering

In groups of 4, jot down as many meaningful 
theological reflections on this pleasurable 

pastime as you can.

Pair with another group (8) & share your insights 
before reading Steve Turner’s poem “White & 

Two Sugars (Please)”.

Would you agree: “there’s something quite 
religious about drinking coffee”?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zv5zNYZlNFI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zv5zNYZlNFI
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Origin (Where are you from?)

Education Background

Religious Background

Interest in this course

Burning Issues & Questions to 
Address

Memorable Story

#1. What’s going on?

#2. Why is this going on?

#3. Two reflective questions

#4. What ought to be going on? + 
How might we respond?

#5. Pray

Weekly Praxis  Draw Names

 Choose a topic from Banks and Stevens 
“Complete Book of Everyday Christianity” 

pdf (book @ 248.03 BAN)

#1. Explain/Demo the Practice

#2. Tips for Trying It Out

#3. Group Exercise

#4. Cultivating Fruit of the Spirit

Weekly Praxis  Draw Names

 Choose a spiritual discipline or 
everyday practice to share

#1. Divvy up & summarise readings

#2. Debrief:

Question | Challenge | Implication | Application

#3. Discuss Journal Qn/Task

#4. Time Self-Evaluation + Share on 
Last Week’s Spiritual Discipline

#5. Case Study using a Model of 
Theological Reflection (p14)

Some inspiration for your journaling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIyojpU7yBg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIyojpU7yBg
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“Theologian” | “Theology”

… Write, Draw  Share

In 4’s: What experiences have shaped these 
impressions?

Why are *you* studying “theology”? … Does this align 
with your image of theology and theologians?

DEFINE  group definition

“ ”

 What struck you most in his description?

 Does his explanation make you more or less excited 
about studying “theology”? Why?

 Which definition do you like the best? Why?

“Theology is any reflection on the ultimate questions of life 
that point toward God” (13)

Theology is “faith seeking understanding” … 
“I believe in order that I may understand” (16)

“Christian theology is reflecting on and articulating the God-centred life 
and beliefs that we share as followers of Jesus Christ, and it is done 

that God might be glorified in all we are and do” (52)

 Come up with your own one sentence definition of theology

 Based on this definition, are YOU a theologian?

 Why is it essential to be a theologian just to engage everyday life? 
That is, in what sense does “theology ground Christian living”.                             

Give an example from your own life.

 When you told others you were going to Bible 
College, what were the main things you heard either 

encouraging you to go or discouraging you from going 

 What makes the difference between “good” 
and “bad” theological education?

Bottom line: You are already a theologian, even if you 
are “anonymous” and don’t know it (p13)! 

The real question is how good 
(read “faithful”) you are at it.

 After reading each descriptive, place yourself with 
an ‘X’ on the continuum

 How might you avoid the dangers of folk and 
academic theology (gullibility and irrelevance, 

respectively), while building bridges to access the 
resources of lay, ministerial and professional

theologians (practical wisdom, Scriptural insight, 
and precision of thought, respectively)?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Lb7WWNCBpE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Lb7WWNCBpE
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Clinical Scientific Approach

Vs.

Open Heart Surgery

“Theology begets doxology” … all our thinking about God 
and what He has revealed (theology) serves the purpose of 

worshipping God (doxology). This should permeate your 
whole life, expressed in how we love God, love others, 

love ourselves, and lovingly cultivate God’s creation.

“Why go to Bible College?                                                     
Who needs theology, anyway?”

 How might you respond now? 

“I need theology b/c …”

(Kudos for the best one-liner!)

 Share a time that theology propelled you to 
worship God, love others, and care for this world

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;

Praise Him, all creatures here below;

Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.

1. Check out Journal work & 
forums, + start keeping tabs on time

2. Pre-Reading

Question | Challenge | Implication | Application

3. If it’s *your turn*, prepare A-Z
theology of everyday life

4. If it’s *your turn*, prepare 
spiritual discipline/practice to share

Origin (Where are you from?)

Education Background

Religious Background

Interest in this course

Burning Issues & Questions to 
Address

Memorable Story

1. Check out Journal work & 
forums, + start keeping tabs on time

2. Pre-Reading

Question | Challenge | Implication | Application

3. If it’s *your turn*, prepare A-Z
theology of everyday life

4. If it’s *your turn*, prepare 
spiritual discipline/practice to share


